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The 
good 
morning BG News  weather Sunny. High In the up- Ser 30s, low in the mid 0s. 40 percent chance of precipitation. 
Wednesday Bowling Green State University April 7, 1982 
Faculty adopts proposals 
by Jeaa Dlmeo 
senior staff reporter 
Resolutions commending In- 
terim President Dr. Michael Fer- 
rari and the appointment of Dr. 
Paul Olscamp, and calling for bet- 
ter faculty-Trustee relations were 
approved at a special meeting of 
the faculty yesterday. 
The resolutions, proposed by Dr. 
David Roller, professor of history, 
were passed after debate by the 
faculty, while three other resolu- 
tions were tabled until another 
meeting, which has not been sched- 
uled. 
The first resolution commends 
Ferrari for his leadership as Pro- 
vost and Interim President and his 
willingness to seek and consider 
the opinions of the University com- 
munity while making decisions. 
It also congratulates Olscamp on 
his appointment as President, and 
says the faculty is looking forward 
to working with him. 
THE SECOND resolution states 
that the trust and respect between 
Trustees and the faculty have de- 
creased in the past few years and 
that the Trustees have been work- 
ing in isolation from the Univer- 
sity. 
It also states that the Trustees 
have not responded to faculty rec- 
ommendations, and acts indiffer- 
ently to appointed administrative 
officers. 
The resolution calls for the Trust- 
ees to re-new openness to allow 
Olscamp to establish his leadership 
and to allow the faculty to share the 
responsibility for determining fu- 
ture University decisions. 
Both resolutions will be pre- 
sented to the Trustees, probably at 
Friday's meeting, Dr. Richard 
Ward, Faculty Senate chair, said 
afterward. 
Roller said the issue being ques- 
tioned is not who was selected 
president but the process which 
was used in the selection. 
HE SAID he opposes calling for 
the resignation or removal of Fra- 
zier Reams Jr.. Trustees presi- 
dent, or any other Trustee - as 
suggested in two proposals. 
' It has a certain appeal but I 
must disagree," he said. 
"Boards are set up to be pro- 
tected against interference," he 
said, adding that his second resolu- 
tion would be a way to avoid a 
conflict with the Board. 
"We should be determined to 
restore the process of shared deci- 
sions to the University," he said. 
Addressing the estimated 400 
faculty members in attendance. 
Dr. Larry Friedman, professor of 
history, suggested the faculty re- 
new its "crusade for collective 
bargaining in this campus." 
But, Dr. William Kirby, profes- 
sor of mathematics and statistics, 
and Dr. Robert Guion, professor of 
Siysehology, questioned the need 
or action by the faculty. 
see Faculty, page 3. 
Reagan includes talks 
in Caribbean vacation 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan departs today for an extended 
Easter weekend in the Caribbean that 
will include talks with leaders of 
Jamaica, Barbados and other island 
nations as well as a visit with long- 
time friend Claudette Colbert. 
The president and Mrs. Reagan's 
trip was drawn up as a vacation at the 
Barbados home of Miss Colbert, the 
actress. But it also afforded an oppor- 
tunity to show support for the mini- 
states that are the targets of social 
and economic aid in the administra- 
tion's Caribbean Basin initiative. 
Discussion with local leaders about 
last week's military takeover of the 
Falkland Islands, for 149 years a 
British territory, by Argentina, may 
be added to the agenda, White House 
spokesman Larry Speakes said yes- 
terday. "I'm sure it could be raised," 
he said. 
Reagan heads for Jamaica today, 
beginning his fourth foreign trip in 
office, and will meet there with Prime 
Minister Edward Seaga. The Jamai- 
can leader will host a state dinner for 
the Reagans. 
TOMORROW, the Reagans fly to 
Barbados, where he will nave lunch 
with Prime Minister J.M.G. Adams 
and the leaders of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines, Antigua and Barbuda, 
Dominica, and St. Kitts-Nevis. 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig 
will accompany Reagan. 
Reagan has no public schedule for 
Friday. On Saturday, he will interrupt 
his vacation for a five-minute radio 
speech to the United States, the sec- 
ond in a series of 10 weekly broadcast 
addresses he is delivering. The topic 
will be the Caribbean Basin initiative. 
He will return to Washington Sunday 
after attending Easter church serv- 
ices in Barbados. 
The Caribbean program, which has 
been submitted to Congress for appro- 
val, would allocate $350 million to the 
nations of the Caribbean and Central 
America. Approximately one-third 
will go to El Salvador. 
Faculty members, Dr. Ron Sloner and Dr. Ralph Wolfe, and administrative staff persons, Jo 
Mahoney and Nancy Wygant, look on Intently at yesterdays special faculty meeting. The meeting 
was called to discuss procedures used by tha Presidential search commutes ■  
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Jury to render decision 
in Jenkins9 murder trial 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A jury was 
instructed yesterday to decide 
whether to recommend death for 
Leonard Jenkins, who was crippled in 
a police shootout and convicted of 
aggravated murder in the death of 
rookie policeman Anthony Johnson 
during a bank robbery. 
The jury's other choice is 20 to 30 
years in prison without parole. 
If the jury opts for the death pen- 
alty, a series of judicial reviews 
would follow to determine if the jury's 
decision is valid. 
Four shots were fired from a .357- 
caliber Magnum in a confrontation 
with police outside the bank. 
Johnson, 22, a patrolman for three 
months, was shot in the face. Jenkins, 
27, was wounded in the shootout and 
now is paralyzed from the waist 
down. 
While others now incarcerated in 
Ohio could soon face similar sentenc- 
ing hearings, the Jenkins case is the 
first under a recently enacted Ohio 
capital punishment law. There has 
not been an execution in Ohio for 19 
years. 
AFTER CLOSING arguments in the 
two-day hearing, Cuyahoga County 
Common Pleas Judge David Matia 
instructed the jury on the require- 
ments of the new law. 
The judge and lawyers in the case 
told the jury to decide if the circum- 
stances of the killing outweigh any 
mitigating circumstances, and if so, 
the lury was advised to recommend 
the death penalty. 
Jenkins lawyers tried to show Jen- 
kins was not mentally capable of 
masterminding a bank robbery and 
never intended to kill anyone. 
Through the testimony of a clinical 
psychiatrist and Jenkins' mother and 
wife, the defense attempted to show 
that Jenkins has an IQ of only 63 and 
lhat he was abused as a child by an 
uncaring father. 
Jenkins, in his wheelchair, sat be- 
fore the jury and spoke for about 20 
minutes on his own behalf, as allowed 
under the new law. 
INSIDE 
Love profits 
Romance novels have become 
popular  among  modern  society 
and   continue   to   bring   profits 
for    their    authors.     Details, 
page 4. 
'Superman' pays 
Producers of the movie 'Super- 
man' settle a $10 million lawsuit 
with actor Marlon Brando and 
writer Mario Puzo. Details, page 
5. 
Golfers fifth 
Bowling Green's men's golf 
team finishes an impressive 
fifth place in a23-team field. 
Details, page 6.  
Groundhog lies 
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Jimmy 
the Groundhog has been slapped 
with a civil suit by a lawyer who 
contends the Sun Prairie prognosti- 
cator "told us it would be an early 
spring and he didn't come 
through." Jimmy did not see his 
shadow Feb. 2, Groundhog Day, 
and that is supposed to indicate the 
arrival of an early spring. But two 
snow storms have nit Wisconsin 
since the actual arrival of spring on 
the calendar. 
"I'm suing him for specific per- 
formance, Madison attorney 
Thomas Rostad, who filed the suit 
in Dane County Circuit Court, said 
Monday. "He has to comply with 
his promises and immediately ter- 
minate winter." 
Rostad said the suit seeks the 
termination of winter or two round- 
trip tickets to Florida, as well as 
punitive damages amounting to a 
free round of golf at the course of 
Rostad's choice. 
The case was assigned to Circuit 
Judge Robert Pekowsky, but no 
hearing date has been set.     
Increased taxes may aid University budget 
by Scott Sleek 
senior staff reporter 
A Senate bill calling for increased 
taxes and added state subsidy cuts 
may help the University out of its 
budget crisis for the next fiscal year, 
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice 
provost for planning and budgeting, 
said yesterday. 
In addition to the tax increases, 
Senate Bill 530 calls for a reduction of 
state universities' annual state subsi- 
dies by 7 percent, Sen. Richard Finan 
ID-Cincinnati I, sponsor of the bill, 
said. 
An additional 1 percent trigger re- 
duction would be imposed this fall if 
revenue needs are not met, Finan 
said. 
A 7 percent reduction would result 
in a $2.8 million decrease in state 
subsidies at the University, Eakin 
said. The 1 percent trigger cut would 
mean an additional $300,000 decrease, 
he added. 
Eakin said the state subsidy would 
be $36.2 million - a $2.9 million in- 
crease over last year's subsidy. 
FINAN SATO he expects the bill to 
pass in the House - where it will go 
next week - because there are no 
alternatives to offset the state deficit. 
Eakin said no further cuts are ex- 
pected if the bill passes. 
"With that bill I am optimistic that 
we will get through this year without a 
deficit,''he said. 
Under the Amended Substitute 
House Bill 694 passed by the state 
legislature last November, the Uni- 
versity will receive $39.3 million in 
state subsidies for the next fiscal 
year, Eakin said. 
State funding for universities is 
based on enrollment, allocation for a 
program-based library, selected stu- 
dent services and funds for plant 
operations and maintenance, Eakin 
said. 
A 7 or 8 percent cut in the Univer- 
siy's subsidization can be dealt with. 
THE ADDITIONAL 6 percent cut in 
state subsidies that was expected for 
next year, on top of a 4 percent cut 
over the course of this academic year, 
would have exhausted all University 
reserves and resulted in a deficit, he 
said. 
"I think, as of today, our budget is 
in a good position to carry us through 
the remainder of the year," Eakin 
said. 
He said the University community 
has been cooperative during the ad- 
Cment to the budget crisis, which 
included a moratorium on hiring, 
a 25 percent reduction in non-instruc- 
tional budgets and a 10 percent reduc- 
tion in instructional costs. 
He said some departments have 
found new ways to operate, citing the 
Financial Aid Office as an example. 
He said the office has reduced its 
open hours so employees have more 
time for paperwork. 
"I really must say that the Univer- 
sity community, the faculty and staff 
have been extraordinarily cooper- 
ative," Eakin said. 
Snow, wind freeze 
northern Ohio solid 
Heavy snow and 40 mph winds 
battered northern Ohio yesterday, 
blocking roads, closing schools, top- 
pling a lighthouse, shutting down air- 
ports and forcing evacuation of some 
Lake Erie shoreline areas when winds 
raised water levels. 
Snow that began falling Monday 
night, totaled about 5 inches at Mans- 
field, 7.5 inches at Toledo and 11.2 
inches at Cleveland. More snow was 
forecast for the Cleveland area. 
National Weather Service meteorol- 
ogist Ron Chudowsky said Cleve- 
land's total snowfall reached 100.1 
Inches for the season yesterday, well 
above the record 90.1 inches of 1977- 
78. 
No deaths were reported by authori- 
ties, but at least five counties de- 
clared snow emergencies and closed 
roads to all traffic except emergency 
vehicles. 
"It's real bad here. They're telling 
everybody to stay off the roads," said 
Diane Moravek of the weather serv- 
ice's Cleveland office. 
OTTAWA COUNTY Sheriff John 
Crosser said all roads were closed in 
Ottawa, Seneca and Erie counties. 
At Rocky River, Police Lt. Don 
Wagner said, "The lighthouse at the 
mouth of the Rocky River is gone." 
Coast Guard Petty Officer Ronald 
Kauffman said the wind knocked the 
"small skelton tower" over. 
Police in Cleveland advised motor- 
ists to stay off the roads. Cleveland 
Hopkins Airport was closed, along 
with numerous schools and factories. 
The Ohio Highway Patrol reported 
hazardous driving conditions in the 
northern third of the state. Road 
crews were forced to fight a losing 
battle against the combination of 
snow and wind. 
To make matters worse, the Na- 
tional Weather Service forecast 
called for winter-like conditions over- 
night with temperatures dipping into 
the teens and roads remaining snow 
and ice-covered. 
Another snow-producing system, 
currently centered over the central 
Rockies, was expected to churn 
slowly northeast and bring a likeli- 
hood of more snow for northwestern 
Ohio by tonight. 
*« 11:30 yesterday morning, normally busy campus sidewalks 
cancelled claaaat uneH noon. 
BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo 
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Faculty shows sense 
The two resolutions approved by the faculty yester- 
day were steps in the right direction and of an 
appropriate length for this stage of the faculty-Trustees 
friction. 
As several faculty members, as well as Trustee 
President Frazier Reams Jr., said yesterday, the prob- 
lem is not the selection of Dr. Paul Olscamp as presi- 
dent; it is the non-selection of Interim President Dr. 
Michael Ferrari. 
If Ferrari would have been selected, yesterday's 
special meeting of the faculty would not have been 
called. 
But the faculty did not get what it wanted and, unsure 
of why, feels betrayed. 
No doubt, there were questionable circumstances in 
the selection process and the announcement of the 
decision. 
But it is too late for the faculty to pout. The second 
resolution, concerning the faculty-Trustees 
relationship, should have been drafted in September, 
when the search committee was just starting. 
A resolution protesting the secrecy was presented to 
the Trustees last fall and, yes, lightly received. The next 
step then, fueled by the recent surprise Trustees an- 
nouncement about a conversion to semesters, was to go 
to a higher authority. The faculty did not. 
But now that it did not get Ferrari, the faculty should 
not go crying home to Gov. James Rhodes or the Ohio 
Board of Regents, as several faculty members sug- 
gested. 
Yesterday's meeting showed that the faculty knows 
what to do next time, or at least when to do it. We hope 
the Trustees have learned something, too, and will not 
create that need. 
War 'game' avoids the real 
issues of nuclear exchange 
Last March the president was shot, 
but he recovered. This March the 
president was killed - not Reagan, of 
course. President William Rogers - 
president pro tem for the purpose of 
seeing whether we could find a man to 
push the button after a Soviet nuclear 
assault had killed our president. 
Focus 
by Garry Wills 
It was all just war games, of course. 
But it had some very serious players. 
Does it comfort you to know that the 
spacey James Watt was one of two 
Cabinet members who participated in 
the decision to incinerate millions of 
Russians, even though our own nation 
was in ruins? Newsweek reported the 
happy outcome: "To the war-gamers' 
Rumors die hard despite facts 
gratification, the president's succes- 
sors were able to set in motion an all- 
out retaliatory strike even after ab- 
sorbing the Soviet onslaught." 
So we won the game - we only lost 
our nation; and, to avenge this, we 
killed millions of innocent Russians 
who had nothing to do with the deci- 
sion to attack America. 
What does winning mean in that 
context? It means killing, that's all. 
Killing the Russians does us no good 
at the point where the game launched 
our counterstrike. Only if winning is 
defined as killing and nothing more 
does the game make "sense." 
President Reagan promised to be 
more bellicose, and he is keeping that 
promise - provoking Libya so as to 
shoot down two jets, doing a full-scale 
rehearsal for the destruction of Rus- 
sia, proposing a new civil defense 
program to fit us for "surviving" 
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nuclear war. He seems to have an itch 
for the button. 
The $4-million civil defense pro- 
gram would be bad enough if it were 
useless. But it might be very efficient 
indeed. The only evacuation of the 
cities that has a chance (slim at that) 
of succeeding is one that precedes the 
Russians' launching of their missiles 
- i.e., a case where we are supposedly 
expecting attack. 
But what if our intelligence reports 
are wrong (not an unprecedented 
happening) ? What if a Russian attack 
were not imminent? The evacuation 
orders, blared out over our TV and 
radio sets, would come to the Rus- 
sians as a signal that we were plan- 
ning an attack and preparing for the 
counterstroke. The move meant to 
survive attack would thus provoke it. 
Plans to "win" a nuclear war, or to 
"survive" it, are ways of avoiding the 
real task - to make such a war impos- 
sible. The only way to avoid nuclear 
war is to eliminate nuclear weapons. 
That is the only sensible course for 
mankind. Anything that blunts, soft- 
ens or disguises that fact is a disser- 
vice to mankind. 
On March 28, a United Airlines 727 
left Toledo Express Airport with me 
on board, on my way to investigate an 
array of rumors surrounding Dr. Paul 
Olscamp, trie next president of the 
University. 
selected as the eighth president of 
Bowling Green State University. 
No one in Bellingham or at Western 
Washington was happy with the way 
the Board of Trustees' selection proc- 
ess brewed up such a storm of contro- 
UNIVERSITY FOCUS 
by Tracy Collins  
versy and created malicious rumors 
about a man who quite obviously did 
not deserve to be treated in such a 
manner. Least of all a man like Paul 
Olscamp. 
So I thought my purpose had been 
served as I sat unsuspecting on that 
6lane heading back to Toledo. I felt I 
ad effectively put the rumors to rest, 
and that people could just let Olscamp 
assume his position without further 
complaints. Unfortunately, this was 
Those rumors arose for a variety of 
reasons, the greatest being shock 
registered when Dr. MichaelFerrari 
was not selected to carry on as presi- 
dent of this institution. There was also 
concern over an "outsider" being 
brought in to chop up the University's 
budget, and with it, our welfare. 
Wnen my plane landed at the 
Seattle-Tacoma International Air- 
port, I made my way, rumors in hand, 
to the Seattle Times newspaper's li- 
brary and then to Bellingham, Wash- 
ington, to see exactly what I could 
find on this supposed hatchet man. 
After extensive research at the 
Seattle Times and a full day of inter- 
views in Bellingham, a conclusion 
began forming which I knew would 
draw very mixed reactions from the 
readers in Bowling Green: Dr. Paul 
Olscamp was neither an axeman nor 
an ogre after all. Instead, he was an 
academe sporting a fine record who 
had fallen prey to the same ignorance 
which breeds every type of prejudice. 
Olscamp was not without his de- 
tractors, but all of them seemed to 
aim their complaints in the same 
direction - that Olscamp was impa- 
tient and often stubborn, but he had 
excellent credentials as an adminis- 
trator. 
I left virtually no stone unturned 
when researching the story, because I 
knew I would be faced with a multi- 
tude of questions when I returned to 
Bowling Green. So I interviewed ev- 
ery person I could find - pro or con 
Olscamp - with something to say 
about the man and his actions as 
president of Western Washington Uni- 
versity. My stories reflected that re- 
search. 
Flying back to Bowling Green, I 
was able to reflect on the whole 'Ols- 
camp issue.' I realized that the real 
story was not in Bellingham, but in 
Bowling Green. The actual issue was 
not what kind of man Paul Olscamp 
is, but the manner in which he was 
not the case. 
When I returned to the University, 
the first thing I was confronted with 
was accusations that I had been fed a 
story, and that I had swallowed it 
hook, line and sinker. This was a 
disturbing experience not only be- 
cause it was an affront to my profes- 
sionalism as a reporter, but it once 
again proved that people refused to 
deal in facts with this issue. Instead, 
emotions continued to dictate people's 
opinions. 
When people, persisted with the ru- 
mors after the facts were there in 
front of them, I was not only embar- 
rassed, but also completely baffled as 
to how people could fall into such an 
emotional trap. 
Dr. Olscamp realized that he would 
face some negative reaction to his 
appointment, due mainly to the popu- 
larity of Dr. Ferrari. But he took it 
personally - as could be expected - 
when the attacks were directed to- 
wards him, without any basis in fact. 
As the issue cools, and it becomes 
more and more apparent that the 
whole issue is the selection process 
itself and not its result, many of these 
rumors have been put to rest. 
Whether that is because the News in 
some way helped to inform people, or 
that emotions have begun to subside, 
or that everyone has simply resigned 
themselves to the fact Olscamp will 
be the University's next president, I just don't know. 
What is important is that it appears 
Dr. Paul Olscamp will be able to take 
office with a supportive constituency. 
That makes the investigative trip and 
the facts It uncovered well worth the 
time and effort. 
Tracy Collins is a junior journalism 
major from Springfield. He is editor 
of the BG News. 
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Good Friday classes 
conflict with practices 
As Easter season is quickly ap- 
proaching, there are many of us who 
will be recognizing this special time. 
Naturally, Good Friday is of equal 
importance since this is the day in 
which Christians around the world 
remember when Jesus Christ sacri- 
ficed his life for us. 
Many of us are accustomed to this 
day as being one in which most activ- 
ities cease, especially during the 
hours of 12 p.m. - 3 p.m. for this is 
when Christ died on the cross. 
However, the University fails to 
distinguish this since we must follow 
our regular class schedules. We feel 
this day should be put on the calendar 
as a sacred one, or at least the hours 
of 12 p.m. - 3 p.m., therefore classes 
should not be held during this time. 
We hope the administration will 
seriously reconsider this situation and 
make this day one in which classes 
are not held so that we may be at 
liberty to commemorate it in a man- 
ner to which we are accustomed. 
We believe this is of great impor- 
tance and trust it will be dealt with in 
the near future. 
Mich.ll* Maulorlco 
Cindy Hill 
McDonald Eibl 
Similar names create 
bureaucratic mix-up 
I wish to bring attention to an inci- 
dent which occured on March 2,1962. 
I, John E. Thomas, of 74 Rodgers Quad, received a phone call from 
Standards & Procedures which in- 
structed me to report to Michelle 
Mandel, at 2:45 p.m. on Tuesday the 
2nd. I was completely confused for the 
reason of this meeting for, to my 
knowledge, I had done nothing wrong. 
I reported to Ms. Mandel's office at 
exactly 2:45 still quite unsure for the 
purpose of this encounter. After wait- 
ing for 20 minutes, Ms. Mandel finally 
arrived for the meeting. She immedi- 
ately proceeded to charge me with the 
accusation of destroying several hall- 
way lighting fixtures in Rodgers 
Quad. I was then instructed, as Ms. 
Mandel stated, to come up with a 
credible alibi. It became obvious to 
me that I was not responsible for this 
crime since I was out of town on the 
weekend this incident occured. I in- 
formed her that she was accusing the 
wrong person for this crime. After 
some quick investigating in the BGSU 
phone book, I discovered two other 
students enrolled at the university 
with the same name as mine. 1 am no 
longer facing the charges brought up 
against me, yet the fact remains that 
the wrong person was accused of a 
crime. Standards & Procedures have 
shown an inexcusable amount of neg- 
ligence throughout this incident. I 
recommend that Standards & Proce- 
dures take a little more time to inves- 
tigate the cases brought before them 
so no other person will have to go 
through this type of inconvenience 
which I experienced. If Standards & 
Procedures would act in a more pro- 
fessional capacity, and stopped acting 
like Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys, 
their system may work with greater 
efficiency! 
John E. Thomas 
74 Rodgers Quad. 
Wlllkinsons' goodness 
will be remembered 
Upon opening the March 30 issue of 
the BG News, I discovered Bill Wil- 
kinson, Bowling Green's assistant 
hockey coach, has been named head 
coach at Western Michigan Univer- 
sity. I immediately ran to phone Mrs. 
Wilkinson to congratulate them on the 
news. However, I also expressed my 
sadness at having to see the Wilkin- 
son's leave. You see, when I was a 
freshman here at BG, I stumbled 
upon an opportunity to babysit the 
Wilkinson's children, Peter, who was 
then six years old, and Mark, who was 
not yet 12 months. 
In just three short years, the Wilkin- 
son family has grown to be very 
special to me as well as their many 
other friends and the entire Hockey 
team. Having seen their more per- 
sonal homelife, I have always been 
moved by their sincere generosity, 
concern and love for other human 
beings. When I needed someone to 
talk with, they were always there, or 
when I was homesick, they offered me 
their own home. It has been both fun 
and interesting to observe their reac- 
tions concerning the team - the agony 
of defeat and of course, the thrill of 
victory this past season. 
On behalf of your admiring fans, 
best of luck Wilkies! We are terribly 
saddened to have to say good-bye and 
thanks for being such a terrific family 
to Bowling Green. Too often the good- 
ness of people goes unrecognized. 
Marl* Grand* 
223 Offenhauar Watt 
Liberal arts favoritism 
by business questioned 
I wish I could say Ron Doel is right 
on target when he writes, "many 
American businesses, in a recent sur- 
vey, still favored liberal arts grad- 
uates" over those with degrees in 
Business Administration (Focus, 
March 11). 
But I can't; too many questions are 
left unanswered. 
When, for instance, has business 
"favored" liberal arts students in the 
first place? And for what type of 
work? Further, what does he mean by 
"favored?" Substituting the more 
specific "hired" for it makes the 
sentence improbable. 
True, I haven't seen the survey, 
whose source he hasn't given. Still, it 
will no doubt be some time before 
many liberal arts graduates become 
fast-track, up-scale junior executives. 
That is if many have ever wanted to. 
David Farka* 
203 R South Mapla 
Petition drive nearlng 
Its 5,000 student goal 
Over 3,00 Bowling Green students 
have signed petitions calling for an 
IMMEDIATE nuclear weapons freeze 
by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. The 
petition is a statewide effort urging 
the Ohio General Assembly to support 
Senate Joint Resolution 33. The reso- 
lution basically states that in order to 
improve national and international 
security, the United States and the 
Soviet union should stop the nuclear 
arms race. Specifically, they should 
adopt a mutual freeze on the testing, 
production and deployment of nuclear 
weapons and of missile and new air- 
craft designed primarily to deliver 
nuclear weapons. This is an essential, 
verifiable first step toward lessening 
the risk of nuclear war and reducing 
the nuclear arsenals. 
Several members of the Social Jus- 
tice Committee will be taking the 
petitions down to Columbus on April 
23 and submitting them to the Ohio 
General Assembly. 
Petitions will be available for sign- 
ing throughout this week in Univer- 
sity Hall. 
Staven Arnold 
Social Justice Committee member 
Miss B.G.S.U. Pageant 
deserves local support 
The Miss B.G.S.U. Scholarship Pag- 
eant is an event that all students as 
well as it's sponsers, IFC and Panhel, 
should be proud of. There are many 
non-greek students involved in the 
direction and production of the pag- 
eant, including non-greek contes- 
tants. We feel the greek system 
should receive positive publicity when 
it is deserved and not just negative 
publicity when something bad occurs. 
It is time the Miss B.G.S.U. Schol- 
arship Pageant be given the recogni- 
tion and support it deserves. The 
impact of this pageant is reflected by 
the fact that Miss B.G.S.U. goes on to 
the Miss Ohio Pageant and possibly to 
the Miss America Pageant. 
Last year's pageant was an impres- 
sive performance and this year's 
move to Kobacker Hall has all the 
indications of being even more out- 
standing. We feel the pageant de- 
serves the support of the students, 
faculty and community since the win- 
ner represents all of us. 
Bob London 
OCMB3177 
Darryl Chideey 
313 Anderson 
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Heating plant suffers damage in snowstorm 
by Scott Sleek 
senior staff reporter 
Wind damage at the University 
heating plant may cause more pollut- 
ants to escape into the air, Bill Norris, 
chief engineer at the plant, said yes- 
terday. 
High winds this winter have torn the 
weather-proof covering off parts of 
the insulation for the breeching (the 
piping that connects the outlet of the 
boilers to the smoke stack), Norris 
said. 
This insulation keeps gasses from 
the boilers at their required tempera- 
ture, he said. A decrease in this tem- 
perature will slow the performance of 
the electrostatic precipitator - a pol- 
lution-control device Installed three 
years ago in response to the Environ- 
mental Protection Agency's Clean Air 
Act. 
"WITHOUT this heat control your 
efficiency isn't worth a darn," Norris 
said. 
Repairs have been contracted with 
the Sussman Asbestos Company of 
Toledo and should be completed 
within two weeks. Charles Codding, 
physical plant director, said. He 
added that the company has esti- 
mated a maximum cost of $25,000 for 
repairs. 
Charles Hull, engineer for the 
EPA's northwest district office, said 
he was unaware of the damage but 
added that his office will not take 
action if the problem will be corrected 
soon. 
NORRIS and Codding said poor 
construction of the insulation cover- 
ing caused it to tear 
was a poor job of 
originally,"   Norris 
'We feel it 
workmanship 
said. 
Tom Sussman, vice president of 
Sussman Asbestos, also said it was 
constructed poorly. 
The damage probably resulted 
from water seeping under the 
weather-proofing, causing the cement 
material underneath to crumble and 
loosen, Sussman said. 
He said the company has proposed 
putting new cement where the origi- 
nal cement came loose, then re-coat- 
ing the entire surface. 
HE SAID he gave the $25,000 esti- 
mate because he has not been able to 
determine the extent of needed re- 
placements and repairs. 
The insulation and weather-proof- 
ing was installed by Service Products, 
Inc., of Toledo during the $1.8 million 
installation of the precipitator in 1979, 
Sussman said. 
Doug Peterman, estimator and 
field superintendent for Service Prod- 
ucts, said Schmidt Associates, Inc., of 
Cleveland - the engineer for the insu- 
lation project - called for mineral 
wool insulation covered with metal 
mesh and asphalt and a finish of 
glass-reinforcing cloth. 
THESE specifications were 
changed several times, he said. 
"I think that one of the biggest 
Clems there is that it should nave 
all metal." Peterman said. 
Peterman said Service Products 
now uses metal and   fiberglas in 
many of their projects. 
Nineteen University women vie for scholarship pageant crown 
by Vlckl Relnhart 
staff reporter 
The reigning Miss BGSU, Sue 
Belcher, will turn over her crown 
Friday to another University woman 
at the annual Miss BGSU Scholarship 
Pageant. 
The pageant begins tonight, and 
continues Thursday and. Friday eve- 
nings, with Friday being "the big 
day," where a new Miss BGSU will be 
crowned, Julie Busch, advisor of the 
pageant, said. 
The 19 participating women wih* be 
eged on several factors, Ray Far- 
, associate director of the competi- 
tion, said. "It's not a beauty contest, 
it's a scholarship contest. Fifty per- 
cent of judging is done on talent. The 
rest is divided between scholarship, 
interviews and swimsuit competi- 
tion," he said. 
"THE SWIMSUIT competition is 
included for poise and grace. The 
girls are put in an awkward situation 
to see. how they handle it," Busch 
said. 
Many people place too much em- 
phasis on this, Farley said. "It counts 
very little - only one-sixth of the total 
competition," he said. 
Though $4,200 for the competition is 
given by the Interfraternity and Pan- 
nellenic councils, the pageant is not 
totally run by greeks, Busch said. 
"Any student can get involved," she 
said. Four advisors, 25 chairmen and 
about 250 students are involved in 
working on the pageant this year, she 
said. 
BUSCH SAID the pageant is not 
held to make a profit. The money is 
paid back to the sponsors through the 
raising of funds from ticket and pro- 
gram sales, the participants' sponsor 
fees of $50 each and donations from 
local merchants. 
This year $575 will be given out in 
scholarships, Busch said. The winner 
of the competition will receive $375 
and each of the four runners-up will 
receive $50. The winner also will 
receive a $200 wardrobe scholarship 
to be used as she goes on to the Miss 
Ohio Pageant. Another $300 will be 
used to pay the franchise fee for 
entering Miss Ohio. The remainder of 
the money is used to put on the pag- 
eant. 
Of the 30 pageants held in Ohio, 
Miss BGSU is one of two student-run 
competitions, Busch said. This is the 
faculty. 
22nd year the competition has been 
fiit on by students at the University, 
or the first 20 years, fraternities 
handled the pageant - 15 years by 
Alpha Tau Omega and five years by 
Phi Kappa Psi - until it got too big for 
one fraternity to handle and the coun- 
cils took it over last year, she said. 
THE OTHER university with a stu- 
dent-run pageant is Miami Univer- 
sity. "Ohio State will start next year 
and both (OSU and MU) have used 
BG as a model," Busch said. 
Farley predicts this year's compet- 
ion to be the best ever" for several 
reasons. One is that this year's mas- 
ter of ceremonies will be Tom Mar- 
shall from "PM Magazine." 
Another reason is this is the second 
year the councils have sponsored the 
competion. "Last year was a trial 
run," he said. 
THE THIRD REASON, Farley 
said, is because the pageant has been 
moved from the Grand Ballroom to 
Kobacker Hall. "Kobacker is made 
for a production like this," he said. "It 
has everything to put on a real quality 
show." 
The five judges for the competition 
are state-approved from the Miss 
Ohio Pageant. They are Grade Jenis, 
who has been involved in the pageant 
at the state and local level for the last 
few years; Dan Haines. a member of 
the Board of Trustees of the Miss Ohio 
Pageant; Dave Preuninger, also on 
the Miss Ohio Board of Trustees; 
Laura Kissner, producer of the Miss 
Toledo Pageant and past producer of 
Miss BGSlI; and Mark Davis, who 
has worked for the Miss BGSU Pag- 
eant for seven years. 
Police charge man with rape 
Martin Hernandez, 21, of Holgate, 
has been charged with the rape of a 
University woman that occurred 
about 5:00 a.m. Friday morning. The 
alleged rape took place on Henry 
County Road 5-A near Napoleon, a 
spokesman  for the Henry  County 
Sheriff's Office, said. 
The Henry County Grand Jury will 
hear the case tomorrow afternoon, 
the spokesman said. 
. from Page 1 
GUION SAID, "The Board was in 
error by not making clear the proce- 
dure. But that does not make them 
evil." 
"Where was the action taken (by 
the faculty) to support Ferrari during 
the selection, and where were the 
editorials on the secrecy of the proc- 
ess?" Guion said. 
In a statement at the beginnine of 
the meeting, Reams said there will be 
no debate about the selection of Ols- 
camp and that the Trustees made the 
right decision. 
"I think complaints about the selec- 
tion are legitimate, but we must exe- 
cute our power as we see fit for the 
benefit of the University," he said. 
Commending Ferrari, Reams said 
he has set a standard to be followed 
and will be recognized at the proper 
time. 
REAMS SAID he and the Trustees 
feel comfortable with the selection 
process and think it would not be 
questioned if someone else would 
have been chosen. 
"I do respect your opinions and I 
hope open-mindedness will prevail," 
he said. 
Dr. Paul Haas, economics professor 
and member of the search and screen- 
ing committee, and Ward explained 
the procedures used by the search 
committee. 
The committe members were se- 
lected from the faculty, Trustees, 
contract staff and students in June, 
1981, but did not first meet until Sept. 
11, he said. 
On Sept. 14, solicitation began for a 
new president. Deadline for applica- 
tions was Oct. 30 with a complete 
resume required by Nov. 16, Haas 
said. 
On Dec. 14, the list was cut to 10 
(instead of 20, as orginally planned) 
by rating each on a scale of l-to-4, 
highest to lowest, respectively. Appli- 
cants highest-rated became the final 
candidates. Haas said. 
WE NOW HAVE 
SUNDAY 
HIGH BEER 
V «%(£, 
and 
WINE! 
From 1 PM SUNDAY 
Till 11 PM AT N1TE 
WOOSTERWINE 
SHOP 
425 E. 
WOOSTER 352-8723 
DALLAS V 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
(Corner ol Reynolds and Heatherdowns) 
Presents 
McGuffy Lane 
Thursday April 15 
. 2 Shows: 7 & 10 p.m. 
$3.00 at the door  Doors open at 2:30 p.m. 
PAT DAILEY TONIGHT 
3 hour show beginning at 9:00 $3.00 
J" 
"These 10 were then interviewed by 
one small group within the committee 
and then each committee member 
submitted his five top choices to the 
Board," he said. The selections were 
given to the Trustees on Feb. 14. 
The meeting was video-taped and 
Ward said afterward that the meeting 
will be shown on channel five of the 
University's cable TV at 12:30 p.m. 
today. 
=*=g 
THE KEY 
Is Looking For Writers, 
Photographers, Photo Lab 
Technicians .Artists and 
General Office Help. 
There are Paid Staff and 
Volunteer Positions Open. 
Organizational Meeting 
TONIGHT AT 7:30 P.M. 
310 Student Services Bldg. 372-0086 
News Flash! 
Over 28 Mini Courses 
are being offered to YOU 
Spring Quarter 
Euchre 
Dance Fit 
Frisbee & Hacky Sack 
Bicycle Maintenance 
Asian Cooking 
TRY ONE SUCH AS: 
Mixology 
Photography 
Therapeutic Muscle 
Relaxing 
UAO Mini Courses are non credit courses and most run 8 
weeks beginning April 12. Sign up in the UAO Office, 3rd 
Floor Union by APRIL 9. Payment is due upon sign up. m 
Dining For A 
Small Planet 
Tuesday Night Special 
All You Can Eat Fish $2.99 
Wednesday Night Special 
All You Can Eat Chicken $2.99 
Steak Night Special $5.05 
Thursday Night Special 
Roast Turkey & Dressing $2.65 
Coupons Accepted 
4:30 —6:30 p.m. 
Location: Pheasant Room 
Second Floor Union 
372-2596 
-L 
"REALITY; 
MATTER 
OR MIND?" 
-a free Christian Science lecture presented by: 
CHARLES W. FERRIS, CSB. 
Date: APRIL 8, 1982 
Time: 4:30 P.M. 
Place: FACULTY LOUNGE in the 
UNION (second floor) 
ALL WELCOME! 
sponsored by the Christian Science College Organization 
PLACE OUT OT TOWN FTD ORDERS NOW!!! 
DON'T WAIT TIL SATURDAY 
Cash & Carry Specials 
rJLontf S^tetn 
RED ROSES       $12.00 Dozen 
ZJ^ancu 
CARNATIONS   $6.00 Dozen 
t/Sloominy f-^lant 
CINERARIA       $2.50 each 
MumsQ Lilies & Azaleas QHyacinth © Tulips O 
European Dish Gardens^Plants<y Planters <? 
Fresh Flower 
Arrangements 
Large Variety 
Terrariums 
Corsages 
Carantions 
O Roses O Cymbids £* 
Myles Flowers 
Dairy Queen Bldg 
Facing RR Tracks 
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Panic over Falklands may force Thatcher out 
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister 
; Thatcher told shouting op- 
ion members of Parliament yes- 
, she would not resign over the 
Falkland Islands crisis, and put an 
embargo on Argentine beef and other 
products. 
But with mounting criticism of her 
failure to avert the Argentine seizure 
of the islands, panic gripped the Lon- 
don Stock Exchange and the pound 
tumbled amid fears the crisis could 
force the Conservative leader out of 
office. 
The British assault ship Fearless 
steamed out of Portsmouth harbor to 
join a 40-vessel British armada whose 
leading aircraft carriers, Hermes.and 
Invincible, sailed Monday on the two- 
week voyage to the South Atlantic 
islands. Their mission was to regain 
the Falklands by force if necessary. 
In Buenos Aires, Interior Minister 
Gen. Alfredo Saint Jean told reporters 
the Argentine government will defend 
the Falklands "at any cost." The 
government continued to reinforce its 
garrisons on the islands, with a re- 
ported 300 soldiers plus a dozen trucks 
and various artillery pieces. 
THE OFFICIAL Telam news 
agency claimed the Soviet govern- 
ment was supporting Argentina in the 
crisis and that Soviet submarines 
were expected soon in surrounding 
waters. The Soviet Embassy and the 
Argentine government refused com- 
ment on the report. 
A spokesman for the British For- 
eign Office said yesterday night when 
asked about the Telam report: "I find 
this quite remarkable. One of the 
pretexts Argentina gave for its inva- 
sion of the Falklands was the threat 
Soviet submarines posed in the area." 
In Moscow, the Soviet news agency 
Tass accused Britain of preparing for 
possible "aggression" against Argen- 
tina, but made no mention of any 
Soviet action. 
Pentagon spokesman Henry Catto 
told reporters in Washington that the 
U.S. government was steering a mid- 
dle course in the dispute. West Ger- 
many and Switzerland sided with 
Britain and halted arms sales to Ar- 
gentina, and the Common Market 
urged Argentina to withdraw from the 
Falklands. 
HAVING STAKED her political fu- 
ture on regaining the remote British 
colony of 1,800 inhabitants that was 
seized Friday, Thatcher answered 
calls for her resignation by telling the 
House of Commons: 
"No. Now is the time for strength 
and resolution." 
Labor charged that Thatcher's gov- 
ernment should have averted Argenti- 
na's seizure of the islands, pointing to 
press reports that intelligence 
sources in Buenos Aires gave London 
the full invasion plan 10 days ago. 
Thatcher insisted that the first Lon- 
don definitely knew of the impending 
attack was March 31, and said, "Even 
if we had known on March 19, we 
could not have got ships and fleet 
there in time." 
Newspaper accounts said Thatch- 
er's government ignored intelligence 
reports and did nothing to prevent .the 
seizure of the sheep-farming South 
Atlantic archipelago, where studies 
have pinpointed potentially large oil 
SOME OBSERVERS in Buenos 
Aires said the Argentine junta was 
more concerned about diverting at- 
tention from domestic protests over 
economic problems than sovereignty 
over islands it has claimed since 
Britain took them over in 1833. 
Thatcher's government also is 
plagued by economic woes. 
Argentines, at first delighted by 
seizure of the islands, showed signs of 
nervousness about the approaching 
naval fleet and some cynicism about 
the timing of the operation during 
economic crisis. 
In Britain, the national humiliation 
that cost Foreign Secretary Lord Car- 
rington his job has resulted in a resur- 
gence of national pride. The massive 
naval effort and the country's deter- 
mination to safeguard the rights of 
the British citizens in the Falklands 
has won overwhelming public appro- 
val. 
A convoy of eight Scorpion light 
tanks, an armored command vehicle, 
two earth movers and pontoon 
bridges moved onto the docks at 
Southampton under police escort yes- 
terday, apparently to be loaded on the 
8,500-ton container vessel, Elk, due to join the task force. 
Meanwhile, share prices tumbled 
on the London Stock Exchange in 
panic selling for the second straight 
day before rallying after Thatcher 
declared she will remain in office. At 
one point $5.25 billion was wiped off 
share values with the Financial 
Times industrial index down by 17. 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St. 
Rental Office Located at the 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
NOW RENTING 
i PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE 
I   "Apt. Complexes   'Houses  'Efficiencies 
furnished or unfurnished 
Phone: 352-9378 || 
1  9:00-4:30 Mon-Fri jj 
Modern romances gain popularity, profits 
IT'S GIRL SCOUT COOKIE TIME! 
Campus Scouts will be on 
Campus in the Union Oval 
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, & THURSDAY 
10:30-4:30 selling your 
favorite cookies! $1.50 a box. 
There are seven kinds of 
cookies available including 
Peanut Butter Patties, Caramel 
Delites, Thin mints, & Shortbread. 
So, give yourself a treat 
and support Girl Scouts. 
Buy some cookies!! 
RAIN? UNIVERSITY HALL 
Formula stories sell soft-core pornography 
by Kathleen Koshar 
assistant editor 
"He bent forward as if to kiss (her cheek) then 
abruptly caught her head with one hand and turned it. 
His mouth met hers before she had notice of his intention 
and as the heated compulsion of his kiss closed over her 
lips, she moaned with pleasure, flinging her arms up to 
close around his neck and clasp his black head between 
her hands. They kissed hungrily, Nick's fingers caress- 
ing her face all the time." 
This is the climactic scene as the frail but courageous 
heroine, Caroline, and the mysterious overpowering 
hero, Nick, meet in Charlotte Lamb's romance novel 
titled, Heartbreaker. 
Although Caroline is lying in a bed with a broken ankle, 
Nick's intentions are honorable; he has iust asked 
Caroline to marry him in a moment when the couple's 
passion for each other, supressed throughout the novel as 
an impossible venture, explodes. ■ Caroline accepts. The pair vows eternal devotion as 
Nick's kisses move to the deep creamy valley between 
his fiancee's breasts. Fortunately, there is a knock at the 
door and the good matron Helen puts an end to the 
passion. 
THE STORY LINE is typical of most modern romance 
fictions - a triangle involving a man, a woman and a 
mystery. Despite the simplistic purity of books like 
Heartbreaker, romance novels are profitable. 
Heartbreaker is just one novel published by Harlequin 
Books, probably the most prevalent company dealing 
with love fiction. 
Dr. Jack Nachbar, assistant professor of popular 
culture, estimated Harlequin controls 8 to 10 percent of 
mass market fiction sales. The mass market novel trend 
started in the early 1970s, Nachbar explained, when 
publishers, such as Harlequin, began producing "soft 
core pornography that normal middle class women 
readers find perfectly all right in that context." 
MODERN romance novels, as readers recognize them 
today, only have been available for about 20 years. The 
modern books, Nachbar said, are forms of formulaic 
literature - a staple of popular literature which is written 
to please the taste of the mass audience. 
Nachbar said basically there are three formulas of 
romance stories. The first is the Gothic romance in which 
"a woman marries a dark mysterious man and goes off 
to live in a mansion with a deep dark secret." 
The second most commonly used formula is the histori- 
cal; books developed around a historical theme which 
usually involve "lovely but willful heroines and hand- 
some threatening males," Nachbar said. 
THIS TYPE of fiction, epitomized by author Barbara 
Cartland, deals with chaste topics. Nachbar said the 
scenes are spiced with sexual Innuendo but the story is 
climaxed by a kiss between the main characters. 
The erotic or hysterical formula is the third category 
and is more "hot blooded," Nachbar explained, adding 
that the inner industry term for an erotic novel is a 
"bodice buster." 
Bodice busters are similar to chaste novels "but 
there's a good helping of sex included," Nachbar ex- 
plined. "Its very common for the woman to be raped. 
Sometimes what begins as rape turns to mature love." 
RAPE is a constant threat to the heroine in the bodice 
busters and the story usually ends with the hero rescuing 
a female from some distressing situation. 
Nachbar contends Harlequin romances are popular 
because the setting of the stories are often in exotic 
places. "They tend to be veritable travelogues," he said, 
adding that a favorite setting would be a place like the 
Isle of Capri, a place where most readers will never go. 
Almost invarably, Nachbar said readers of romance 
novels are women. "The books are written by women for 
women." There are male authors but they assume 
female pseudonyms, Nachbar said. 
SOME WRITERS, such as Harlequin's Janet Dailey, 
have become so popular that they have monthly newslet- 
ters sent to readers to discuss upcoming novels. Last 
Christmas, Nachbar said, Dailey mailed millions of 
cards to readers as a publicity gimmick. 
"People really relate to that stuff. They think of Janet 
Daily as their personal friend." 
During the nineteenth century, "women's literature 
was the largest selling kind of novel," Nachbar said, but 
the books dealt with different themes than today's 
romance novels. Early domestic novels featured women 
as the main characters who often were dealing with 
marriage situations, usually ending with the woman 
finding satisfaction in marriage. 
THERE WAS a major emphasis on "hearth and 
home," he said, with marriage being the climax of a 
woman's life. 
"There was a strong emphasis on sentimentality, but 
(domestic novels) were more realistic when dealing with 
firoblems," Nachbar said, adding that nineteenth cen- 
ury heroines looked for suitable partners, usually good 
Christians instead of rakish men epitomized in modern 
novels. 
During the 1800s, Nachbar said, clergymen accused 
romance novels of being frivolous, full of seduction with 
the ability to lead young girls astray. There are different 
schools of thought concerning romance novels today, he 
said, particularly among feminists. 
Some feminists may view the rape syndrome in some 
novels as degrading while others may see the arrival of 
women as the main characters in novels as "therapuetic 
in some sense," Nachbar explained. 
He sees the romance novel as something interesting to 
study because they "suggest what's on the minds of 
millions of contemporary women and things they are 
dreaming about." 
M^t^th#l^«#«^»#tl#li O 
CONFUSION OVER 
SEMESTER CONVERSION 
Trained Peer Advisors can 
help you! 
April 12 thru May 13 
Monday - Friday 
9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
in the Union Browsing Room 
Sponsored by the Undergraduate 
Student Government and the 
Office of Planning and Budgeting 
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Pi Kappa Alpha 
WED. April 7 at 
The President's Lounge 
ICE ARENA 
featuring 
Sorority Entertainment 
7:30 p.m. 
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KAPPA SIGMA 
Congratulates their 
New Actives! 
Brian Dean 
Larry Hrovat 
Jim Ratyak 
Rick Manner 
Dan Burkhardt 
Mark Ruff 
Scott McQuown 
-^ 
PITTSBURGH (AP)-At 
Erie's Cathedral Prep 
High School, where 1,100 
boys study for college, the 
students nave a generic 
term for girls. 
"If you don't know the 
girl's name, she's a 
Zelda," said the Rev. Wil- 
liam Biebel, assistant 
headmaster. "Now the fac- 
ulty uses it as much as the 
students." 
At Seneca Valley High 
School in Butler County, 
pretty girls hiss when 
handsome boys walk by. 
That's a compliment. The 
girls are telling the boys 
they are "snakes" or flirts. 
THE STUDENTS say 
they eat "all-purpose pat- 
ties," or hamburgers, at 
"death row," the school 
cafeteria. They listen to 
big portable radios called 
"boogie boxes" and say 
they "partied hardy" ft 
they enjoyed themselves at 
THE COST OF 
LIVING. 
GIVITOTW 
AMUKAN CANCOI SOCMTY. 
_ is "a way to make 
the conversation more in- 
teresting, making it your 
own language," said Bob 
Gillis, a senior at Central 
Dauphin High School near 
Harnsburg. 
At his school, teens tell 
each other to "X-Lax" or 
cool down, and say they're 
going to the "cribr' or "the 
box, when they're headed 
home. 
At Taylor-AUderdice 
High School in Pittsburgh, 
students talk about their 
"raise," or their parents. 
If a student says he's going 
to "light you up," you'd 
better duck because a 
punch is coming your way. 
But if he says "cut the 
shine on me, he's asking 
you to turn off the lights, 
according to vice principal 
Ann Binary. 
LINGUISTS say people 
use slang to express them- 
selves creatively and show 
that they are part of a 
Koup. It s often lively, and 
! words usually have a 
short lifespan. 
But adults who plan to 
use slang with teens better 
choose their words care- 
fully. 
Get lucky at 
Lucky Steer 
all you can eat specials . . . week after 
week, after week, after week, after week ! 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 4 P.M. - CLOSING 
FISH mY°"a,,"T 
I includes salad bar and your choice of potato. 
3.79 
EVERY THURSDAY 4 P.M. - CLOSING 
SHRIMP- 
includes salad bar and your choice of potato. 
L - i 
5.29 
1 726 E. Wooster   Bowlinq Green 
(^ SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnuhed 2 btdioom) 
0] 
• HAVEN HOUSE                        • PIEDMONT 
onlytSOOOOIoittw                           only $400 00 fot th« 
•nUrtlummet                                     «nSr« lumnwr 
Houwv Efficiencies. & Roomi 
CALL 352 9378 
Rental OtfKe Located At Th« 
y New Chenywood Health Spa <V 
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Akivoshi reigns as top female conductor, composer 
Japanese jazz band strikes it up at Kobacker 
by Linda Perez 
wnior staff reporter 
It was a music reminiscent of peo- 
ple and places, as well as eras, that 
was presented Saturday night in Ko- 
backer Hall. The band was a 16-piece jazz ensemble - the Akiyoshi-Ta- 
backin band. 
The diminutive orchestrator, To- 
shiko Akiyoshi, perhaps the only Jap- 
anese woman to score big as a jazz 
composer with American audiences, 
took care not to dominate the stage. 
Instead, she directed her all-male 
band with sharp vertical arm 
movements and retreated quietly 
while several of the players collected 
praise for their solos. 
Lew Tabackin, Akiyoshi's husband 
and the band's tenor saxophonist, was 
a particular hit with the audience, 
assuming personalities ranging from 
a foot-stomping hipster to a wooing 
sensualist as he played. 
Akiyoshi admitted before the show 
that the Akiyoshi-Tabackin band is 
somewhat of an oddity in the music 
business; the Oriental-tinged music 
might seem worlds away from the 
brash bluesy music of jazz genius 
Charles Mingus. 
-AKIYOSHI'S musical background 
is another source of difference. 
Trained as a classical pianist since 
the age of seven, she said she had 
never heard a Jazz record until she 
was 16. 
But Akivoshi said she cannot imag- 
ine herself as anything other than a jazz composer and arranger. 
"I was born and raised in a tradi- 
tional Japanese business family," she 
explained, describing the uproar she 
encountered from her parents as she 
pursued her interest in jazz. "But jazz 
saved me. I'm not sure whether I 
could do anything else. I might have 
even been a scandal to my family if I 
had not turned to jazz." 
Akiyoshi   has   an   artistic   back- 
ground: her father and sister were 
students of the Noh theater, a classic 
Japanese dance drama. 
"BUT I COULD never express my- 
self with my own two hands," she 
said. "I needed more color; this 
means more instruments. Chick Co- 
rea once told me the band sounded 
like me playing. That was the great- 
est compliment anyone ever paid me. 
"I became interested in jazz after 
hearing Teddy Wilson's record, a pre- 
war record. I then became a student 
of jazz," Akiyoshi said. 
Forming her own quartet in Japan 
in 1952, she recorded for an American 
producer the next year. That record- 
ing won Akiyoshi a scholarship to the 
Berklee School of Music in Boston in 
1954. In the United States, she played 
in a trio and a quartet, capturing the 
admiration of jazz great Charles Min- 
gus. 
"Jazz is a street music, it came 
from the underprivileged," she said. 
"I'm a bebop player - that's my 
musical root Irs the basic root of jazz. I like to think that I try to offer a 
little more to the music I cherish so 
much; to return something to it from 
my own culture." 
AKIYOSHI discounted her talents 
as a musician, and said she prefers to 
direct her energies toward the elusive 
art of composing. One can't realisti- 
cally attempt to do both well, Akiyo- 
shi said. 
Tabackin, in bis gray waistcoat, 
vest and trousers, looked more like a 
subdued banker than a jazz saxophon- 
ist. 
Before meeting Akiyoshi in 1967 - 
while both were playing for a New 
York jazz band, the Clark Terry Band 
- he had experienced hard times 
trying to break into New York's jazz 
clique, he said. 
"In the mid sixties, with the black 
revolution happening, it was very 
difficult for white (jazz) musicians. 
There was a tendency to be passed 
over in the turbulence of the tunes," 
Tabackin said. 
Like Akiyoshi's, his parents pro- 
tested his venture into jazz. He said it 
took several years of honing his im- 
provisational talents, often before un- 
appreciative audiences, before he 
established a sound with which he felt 
comfortable. But, feeling comfortable 
is not to be equated with feeling 
satisfied, he said. 
"YOU EXPERIMENT, and not all 
experimentation will turn out good," 
he said. "But still you keep on experi- 
menting. Music will never be a fin- 
ished product but it's the trial and 
error aspect of it that counts for 
something." 
College music majors are too ob- 
sessed with achieving technical prow- 
ess than with developing the gut 
feeling needed to produce moving jazz, Tabackin said. 
"Classical music is too formalized - 
you interpret it. It lost whatever level 
of improvisation it may have had 
years ago. But jazz ... with its level 
of freedom, it allows you to transcend 
yourself; to get out. The real self is 
exposed and all verbal communica- 
tion seems a facade; a compromise 
for good or for bad." 
Onstage the music harkens to an- 
cient Asian and African melodies; at 
other times ironically ablaze with the 
crazed boisterousness of the 20th cen- 
tury. Backed by a barrage of saxo- 
Ces, trombones, trumpets and a 
, Tabackin takes center-stage 
with a gold flute poised between his 
lips. Like a Pied Piper, he weaves 
about, st09ping and at times arching 
back on his heels as he plays for all 
he's worth. The flute takes on a life of 
its own and Akiyoshi smiles at her 
piano. 
Meanwhile the audience at Ko- 
backer Hall is on its feet in riotous 
glee, screaming for more. 
Rice happy with progress of GSS in 1981-82 
by Lou Willn 
staff reporter 
Graduate students can 
see practical results when 
looking for Graduate Stu- 
dent Senate accomplish- 
ments during the last year, 
Jon Rice, GSS president, 
said. 
Rice spoke in retrospect 
of the 1981-82 school year. 
He leaves the presidential i 
post to Karen Aldred April 
The administration has 
tried to avoid the tendency 
of some past administra- 
tions to talk of vague ideas 
and to help only them- 
selves, rather than deal 
with imminent problems 
facing graduate students, 
he said. 
Rice said he is happy 
about his administration's 
efforts to solve the hard 
issues of the present. 
"We look at grads today 
and try to help them now, 
instead of looking 10 years 
down the road, he said. 
"If someone has an idea 
(for the future), fine," he 
said. 
GRADUATE students 
were boosted from $4,000 to 
$15,000 in the Thesis-Dis- 
sertation Fund this year, 
for which he lobbied to the 
Advisory Committee for 
General Fee Allocation, he 
said. 
Regarding the graduate 
student work stipend, Rice 
said, "A lot of what has 
transpired is in connection 
with the welfare commit- 
tee looking at contractual 
obligations (the workload 
of graduate assistants) 
and looking at inade- 
quacies." 
Because his administra- 
tion made graduate stu- 
dents more aware of 
problems and alternatives 
Court settles 'Superman' lawsuit 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - 
Producers of the movie 
"Superman," which 
grossed $200 million, have 
reportedly settled 3-year- 
old lawsuits with writer 
Mario Puzo and actor Mar- 
lon Brando. 
Alexander and Dya Sal- 
kind, a father-sonproducer 
team, granted Puzo and 
Brando a combined cut 
worth some $10 million, the 
Los Angeles Times said, 
quoting an unidentified 
source. 
The Salkinds still face a 
suit by Richard Donner, 
who directed the first 
movie and part of the "Su- 
rirman II'  sequel before 
ichard    Lester   was 
brought in. 
Attorneys confirmed the 
settlements, but details of 
the Superior Court suits 
were sealed at the request 
of the Salkinds and Warner 
Bros., which released "Su- 
perman" in 1978 and "Su- 
perman II" last summer. 
Puzo wrote the original 
screenplay for the first 
film but it was heavily 
rewritten by David and 
Leslie Newman. Brando 
played Superman's father 
in the first film. His char- 
acter was cut from the 
second. 
Both men sued for 
breach of contracts which 
granted them a share of 
gross profits. Donner is 
suing for his net profit par- 
ticipation, although the 
newspaper said a set- 
tlement appears near. 
to the contract for the work 
stipend, there was good 
participation in GSS, he 
said. 
"I've tried to make the 
Senate more humanistic," 
he said. 
Rice has tried to prevent 
intimidation of senators by 
officers during the GSS 
meetings, he said. 
BUT, he said, there still 
are some frustrations. 
"Some people (in GSS) 
forget they're grad stu- 
dents ... You're here to 
help grad students that are 
here now," he said. 
Some graduate student 
problems are beyond the 
control of GSS, he added. 
"The University looks at 
grads as transient," Rice 
said. Complaints are put 
off - a deliberate stall tac- 
tic - because University 
officials figure graduate 
students are here for only 
two years, he said. 
"But what they don't re- 
alize is that, in the long 
run, word gets out," Rice 
said. 
Graduate students will 
not speak highly of a uni- 
versity that has ignored 
them when they move on to 
their jobs, he said. 
RICE SAID he is famil- 
iarizing Aldred with the 
presidency in this tran- 
sitional period. One prob- 
lem Aldred will face, he 
said, is the possibility of 
graduate programs being 
cut and, In some cases, 
whole programs disap- 
pearing. 
He also said professional 
development and travel 
funds will be cut. 
And there always will be 
problems balancing the 
graduate student workload 
and classload, he said. 
ESCORT SERVICE 
Spring Quarter Hours: 
7 - 12 pm. 
Monday- Thursday 
SCUBA CUSSES 
Forming NOW 
Tuesday or Wednesday 
nights 7 -10 Dm 
COIl $180.00 • iKlMlt III 
mtus aid cMUflcitm ins 
Classes start April 6 or 7 
Classes will be certified 
By end of Quarter 
Slei-ip il Bicrtitlu Ciitir 
Blflciir call 372-2711 
•University Village Apartments! 
■University Court Apartments i 
1520 Clough St. - Rental Office 
Phone 352-0164 
Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for 
'82-'83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid. 
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air condi- 
tioning, close to campus, stores and movie 
theaters. Three and four person rates still 
available.  CALL NOW! 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd, Bowling Groon 
Phono: 352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1982 
furnished of unfurnished 
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 9-12 I 1-8 
1 Bdrm Unfum $250 2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265 
Furnished; $270 Furnished; $286 
Landlord Pays  Utitttes LanrJord Pays Gas Heat 
1 Bdrm: Resident Ptys Beetle Lights 
Furnished; $225 Eftaenciee: 
LanrJord Pays Gas Heat Unfumishad; $200 
Resident Pays Elec Furnished;   $225 
US'*8 Landlord Pays Al UtWaa 
• Laundry facilities available    • Gas rwat 
• Swimming pool   • Party room 
• Game room   • Sauna 
MRMdamaAreOrantadTtMPrMtag* Of A Manbanttp 
ToTmOfrynniim—ISpt 
• Support the * 
IMarch of Dimes- 
• BBBBBBBBI BIRTH D6FECTS FOUNDATION ■■■■ • 
3 •• 
% w5v     ^ °" <0,,'(' 'u' performing 
% ^"under the Stars May 14 or 15 ... 
6 
I 
t 
L 
Make Plans Now For Your- 
LOCAL TALENT AUDITION 
Sunday April 25 8 p.m.-11 p.m. 
Tuesday April 27  7 p.m.- 9 p.m. 
Sign Up In The UAO Office, 3rd Floor 
Union by April 23 if you're interested! 
Please prepare a 15 minute audition. 
DON'T BE SHY. SIGN UP NOW! 
You can still get a 
NEAT APARTMENT 
2 bedroom - prices from 
$380 to $475 per semester 
(4 person occupancy) 
CALL: Pendleton Mgt. Co. j| 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Welcomes Our New President & His Wife 
To B.G.S.U. and Bowling Green 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Olscamp 
Welcome 
^tf*'##&4iw<e>i^ 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 
LITE LUNCHES 
LITE PRIC 
VON      THURS        11:00 AW      2:00 PM 
MON     WtD 
11:00 AM . 2:00 AM 
THURS     SA1 
1 1:00 AM     3:00 AM 
SUNDAY 
3:30 PM     2:00 AM 
516 E  WOOSTER 
352 1504 
352-6167 352-6985 352-2276 
M M 
BLACK STUDENT 
UNION 
Meeting Thurs. April 8th 
7:00 in the Amani 
Interested in an 
Accounting position? 
Contact the B.S..U. 
Meeting Agenda: 
Budget request for 82-83 
African Liberation Day 
SUMMER LEASES 
AVAILABLE 
FRAZEE AVE APTS 
516 E. Merry Apts 
803-815 8th St. 
RIDGE MANOR APTS 
FIELD MANOR APTS 
•ALL 2 bedroom 
featuring: • A/C available at 8th St 
•tenant Davs elec. at FM,516.Frazee 
1-2 people $175/mon. 
3-4 people $225/mon. 
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
MONDAY:    MINI PIZZA DAY 
Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items 
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19 
(DELIVERY: With can of COKE I* $2.75) 
TUESDAY:    SUBDAY 
Have a small sub & Bottomless pop for $1.95. 
(DELIVERY: With can of COKE l» $2 50) 
WEDNESDAY;    CHEF SALAD DAY 
Have a small chef salad with 3 
slices of garlic bread & 
Bottomless pop for $2.19. 
(DEUVERY: With can ot COKE la S2.7S) 
THURSDAY: SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY 
Have a salad with garlic bread 
and Bottomless pop for $1.95. 
(Dan wy: Large toaaad with Garlic braad ft can ot COKE It Stt.SS) 
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SPORTS 
Indians still looking for season opener 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Swirling winds, 
snow and temperatures in the 20's 
have forced the Cleveland Indians 
and Milwaukee Brewers to postpone 
their two games scheduled for yester- 
day and Thursday this week. 
The postponed games will be made 
up at a later date, officials of the 
American League teams said. 
The delays mean the Indians' regu- 
lar season opener will be played at 
home this year, when Cleveland hosts 
the Texas Rangers on Saturday. Al- 
though Manager Dave Garcia's pitch- 
ing plans were uncertain, it was likely 
right-hander Len Barker would start 
the first game. 
Barker had been scheduled to open 
against the Brewers on Tuesday, fol- 
lowed by Lary Sorensen on Thursday 
and Rick Waits on Saturday. 
The Indians worked out Tuesday at 
the Eagle Club, a Milwaukee-area 
gym. After learning of the postpone- 
ment of both games, club officials 
began making arrangements to move 
the players to Cleveland, where they 
will try to work out indoors until the 
weather improves. 
"Having snow blowing all over the 
seats and piling up in the parking lot 
is no way to entertain 50,000 people," 
Milwaukee General Manager Harry 
Dalton said in explaining the post- 
ponement. 
"The field was in nearperfect con- 
dition last Wednesday. Then Mother 
Nature dealt us a severe blow Friday 
and Saturday," said Brewers 
groundskeeper Harry Gill. 
Cleveland's Municipal Stadium, 
like Milwaukee's County Stadium, 
was covered with snow Tuesday. Indi- 
ans' officials, however, said they 
would proceed as though the opener 
would be played Saturday. 
While the severity of the spring 
storm in the Midwest was unusual, 
there is nothing particularly new 
about bad weather wrecking the start 
of a baseball season. 
Former pitcher Herb Score, now a 
Cleveland broadcaster, recalls step- 
ping off a plane in Chicago before the 
1961 home opener and being con- 
fronted by 15 inches of snow. 
"But two days later, we played,"' he 
said. 
Garcia remembers beginning 
spring training in sub-freezing tem- 
peratures. 
"Minor league clubs didn't train in 
the South before World War II," Gar- 
cia said. "In 1941, when (former Yan- 
kee) Hank Bauer and I got to spring 
training at East Grand Forks, Minn., 
it was 13 degrees, and that was 
around April 24. 
"We couldn't take batting practice, 
of course, but we played pepper and 
did our running in tennis shoes." 
The next year, Garcia reported to a 
team in Eau Claire, Wis., for spring 
training. 
"There was too much snow to play 
on the field." be said, "so we took 
infield practice on the asphalt parking 
lot." 
Sampson wins John Wooden 
Bench looks to have fun playing again 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Johnny 
Bench's new three-year contract 
with the Cincinnati Reds makes 
him one of the two highest-paid 
members of the team and will 
allow him to finish his baseball 
career in Cincinnati, his adopted 
hometown. Bench said yesterday. 
"I feel like I can play for a few 
more years now, and I want to be 
given that opportunity," Bench 
said. "Starting my 15th season 
and being only 34 years old. I feel 
like ... I still have several good 
years ahead of me." 
Bench could have become a free 
agent after this season. He said 
the contract was agreed to last 
weekend. 
"A lot of it came from spring 
training and the fact that we have 
made great strides in what we're 
doing, Bench said. "We lost 
some people last year, but we 
replaced them with outstanding 
people. 
"The fact that we've got the 
blend of the young people on this 
ball club, and the fact that our 
pitching staff looks so sound... it's 
an opportunity for me to share in 
a lot more wins and to play in 
another World Series very 
shortly." 
Contract terms were not dis- 
closed, though Bench said it does 
not guarantee that he will be paid 
if he can't play. But Bench, who 
makes about $400,000 a year under 
his  present five-year contract, 
hinted that he signed for about 
twice as much. Shortstop Dave 
Concepcion, who earns nearly $1 
million per year, is the only Reds 
player who makes his home in 
Cinncinnati. 
"The most important thing for 
me is playing in Cincinnati/' he 
said. "I don't want to relocate. I 
have my roots, basically, in this 
community. 
"I'm sure there would have 
been bigger contracts elsewhere. 
But there are more important 
things than money ... (such as) 
satisfying my needs and myself." 
Bench's entire professional ca- 
reer has been with the Cincinnati 
organization. He signed out of 
high school in Binger, Okla., In 
1965, moved up to the major 
league roster two years later at 
age 19, and became the Reds' 
regular catcher in 1968. 
"It's been a long time since 
baseball was fun. Pun got to be 
back into it last year when I got an 
opportunity to play (first base) 
and was hitting and everything 
was going well and we were win- 
ning ball games. And it's fun 
again, because of all the people 
and the fact I feel good," Bench 
said. 
SALISBURY, N.C. (AP) - The 
Los Angeles Athletic Club has 
voted Virginia's 7-foot-4 All- 
American Ralph Sampson as this 
year's John Wooden Award win- 
ner, given annually to its college 
basketball player of the year. 
Others receiving awards Mon- 
day night were Will Grimsley of 
The Associated Press, who won 
his third straight national sports- 
writers' award, and NBC's Dick 
Enberg, who won the national 
sportscasters' award for the 
fourth time. 
Ray Scott, the television voice 
of Penn State University football 
and basketball network and a 
play-by-play announcer for the 
Minnesota vikings, was inducted 
into the National Sportswriters 
and Sportscasters Association 
Hall of Fame. 
Sampson, a junior, is the first 
non-senior to win the award in its 
six-year history. He could not 
attend the ceremony because his 
plane was grounded by bad 
weather in Charlottesville. Va. 
The prize is named for retired 
UCLA basketball Coach John 
Wooden who guided his teams to 
10   national   basketball 
championships. 
Other winners have been 
UCLA's Marques Johnson, North 
Carolina's Phil Ford, Indiana 
State's Larry Bird, Darrell Grif- 
fith of Louisville and Danny Ainge 
of Brigham Young. 
Sampson has scored 1,599 points 
in three years and has led Vir- 
ginia to NCAA playoff berths the 
past two years, including the Fi- 
nal Four in 1981 where the Cava- 
liers lost to North Carolina in the 
semifinals. 
Golfers take fifth place 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
Bowling Green's Women's rugby 
team opened their spring season last 
Saturday against Ohio State coming 
away with a 8-4 lost. 
BG scored first when Becky Dun- 
berman ran in for a tri. The Falcons 
missed the conversion kick, however, 
went into half time with a 4-0 lead. 
In the second half. BG, playing in 
heavy rains and wind, gave up a tri to 
Ohio State. They also missed the 
conversion kick leaving the game 
deadlocked at four. 
With four minutes left to go in the 
contest, the Buckeyes ran it in for the 
final score of the game, giving them 
the win. 
BG bounced back later in the af- 
ternoon to demolish Detroit, 24-0. 
Dinee Brown ran in two tns for the 
Falcons to put them quickly on top, 8- 
0. Lori Letterhaus and Brenda Caiola 
both scored a tris with the assists 
going to Susan Mackode for eight 
more points. 
Sandy Boser rounded out the day's 
scoring by scoring a tri ad kicking two 
conversion points (worth two points 
each). 
by Marc Delph 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green's men's golf team 
finally found an advantage to all those 
chilly practices on the windy Univer- 
sity golf course, last weekend, when 
the Falcons finished fifth in the East- 
ern Kentucky Colonel Classic Invita- 
tional in Arlington, Ky. 
When 50 miles per hour gusts of 
wind swept through the course on the 
opening day, only twenty golfers out 
of 118 snot under 80 for the first round. 
Eighteen of 36 scheduled holes had to 
be cancelled on Saturday, but the 
Falcons finished the two-day tourna- 
ment with a 617 stroke team total for 
their impressive fifth place position, 
ahead of 18 other schools. 
"THEY (the BG golfers) hung in 
very tough under adverse conditions 
and brought in a solid team total." 
Falcon coach John Piper said. "On 
the second day, we held our own." 
Eastern Kentucky utilized their 
home course advantage and a 603 
team «>tal to win the tourney, fol- 
lowed by an outstanding performance 
from Mid-American Conference 
member Miami. The Redskins shot a 
five-under par 283 the second day to 
move from fifth place to their final 
spot at second with a 604 total. West- 
ern Kentucky finished third (606) 
ahead of Ohio State's fourth place 611. 
MARK Chapleski of Miami took 
medalist honors with a par series of 
7^68-144. 
BG's Gary Battistoni carded a 36- 
hole score of 79-73-152 for the Falcons' 
best individual effort, which placed 
him in a tenth place tie overall for the 
tourney. 
Other BG scores included Brad 
Turner's 14th place finish of 78-75-153; 
Jean Larocheile's 22nd place finish of 
81-74-155; Mike Dzienny's 80-77-157; 
and Al Paonessa's 89-80-169. 
"WE DID real well (last week- 
end)," Battistoni said. "I think we'U 
keep going in this direction and win it 
all (the MAC). I know we'U win it all. 
"Both individual, as well as team 
!ilay, is important but the gam* is a 
ot more mental. The team attitude is 
better this year, there is not any 
bitterness amongst the players. We 
root for each other and hope that each 
person will play his best. This helps 
everyone's mental attitude, some- 
thing we haven't had the last couple of 
years." 
OTHER MAC participants at the 
tournament included Ohio University 
at sixth place (626); Eastern Michi- 
gan at ninth place (630); Kent State at 
20th (640); and Central Michigan at 
30th (654). 
Piper said that he believes Ball 
State and Western Michigan will also 
be tough contenders in the MAC this 
season because they return a lot of 
players from last year. 
This weekend, the Falcon golfers 
participate in the Marshal Invitatio- 
nal on the Guyan Country Club course 
in Huntington, W. Va. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CloivhM 'ai« are «0' pe» '"»e. $■ » MINIMUM   LKXD TYP* W tutra pe- od 
App<Oumo'ely  25 »0 30 iQQCtt off '•"*• 
CAMPUS CITY EVENTS bsftngiloi non-proM. puV< MTWCt ocfv-tun * » be -rtwrtM 
■ -w and a' 'egukx rafw >her«o<ter 
Deodi.ne -o* oil listings n 2 days be'ce pub*<otiof» at 4 00 p ■"   '"day tr - 
deadline li>> "he lunOo, edi'MX1 
Ckmir-cd twn ore Ovolabte ot 'he BG New, o»'Ce   106 U«'vcv'v Hal 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Gooo Mo-rig. April 7 
ATTENTION-Studenta ot Fin* 
Art*—meeting tonight1 April 7. 8 30 
pm Room 119 FA BUg Will 
discuss spring activities and student 
snow GET INVOLVED1 All welcome 
K A VOICE OF THE VOICELESS BY 
LEARNING HOW YOU CAN HELP 
ANIMALS SKIN—UP FOR THE UAO 
MINI—COURSE: ANIMAL RIGHTS— 
INTRO TO THE HUMAN 
MOVEMENT. 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND Woman's 3 spaed t>*e left 
In yard on Napoleon Rd morning 01 
4,2/82 Please cat Karyn or Gad at 
353-4011 evenings to rteritty 
RIDES 
I need a ride to San Dago. CA 
on or after June 14. 1982 
Cat 372-4430 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
•:00 A.M. - 10.00 P.M. 
1-S0O438-3550 
TAX PREPARATION 
REASONABLE HATES   M 00 A LIP 
354-3502 FOR APPOINTMENT 
MtSOMAL 
ATTENTION: The Alpha Sags e»- 
lend the invitation o< Rush M 
interested man are ■ekiiaie. TIM*. 
April, i 7-30-9 lOpm-Thurs April. 
i. See you there: The Alpha Alga. 
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 
LAMBOA CHI TUCK-IN SERVICE 
APRIL 18TH THROUGH 21 ST 
BLACK BOTTOM CUPCAKES 
CREAM CHEESE FILLED CHOC. 
IN NEST A CARDINAL ROOM 
Break     1-9    lor    Moondoggy    and 
friends ThanM lor the Florida Fling   it 
woukjn t nave been the same without 
you   10-4 Puddleajmper A Crew 
UNDERQRADUATE STUDENT GOV- 
ERNMENT     MEETING     TONIGHT 
McFALL    CENTER,    ASSEMBLY 
ROOM. SECOMO FLOOR. 9:00 P.M. 
Come out and support the brothers ot 
PI KAPPA PHI today as they push a 
wheelchair around the Union Oval 10 
raaM money lor the P U S H protect 
wtsch   provides   tearrang   units   lor 
aevrty handicapped cnedren 
David.   Sorry   about   your   AMINAL 
next   time  we'l   invite   you—O K ' 
Men Mme. Mike  
DONUTS DELIVERED 
EVERY MORNING CALL 352-4162 
 THE GETAWAY  
Hey Wartey Bud" Than* lor a super 
duper weekend' Also lor Calvin and 
the socks' You're great and il you 
mst stop-end the* about it—we can 
be Mended lor a Metro' Love ya' 
Bald Crow P S Cheers lor B G and 
Urns Queens  
I'M CHEAP 
rMEASY 
ANO I'M QUICK 
WITH T-SHIRTS ANO SPORTS- 
WEAR FOR YOUR GROUP OR OR- 
GANIZATION CALL TIM OR JIM 
353-7011  
Judy Market and Km Pattys—Al of 
our love and support wi be with you 
MA special evening and throughout 
the Mass BGSU Pageant Best ot tic* 
lo both of you' Love, your Delta Zeta 
SaMera  
Kerry. To our favorite 22 toot Spi- 
derman pain lover Burn rubber on ue! 
Love ya. Murph and the Meoxtonei 
Sarah. Jarrse. and Ju**  
Kevin. We love you' So FME' Thanks 
for evorytWiu you hur* ol a man' 
Love, your favor** Spar ahead* 
USG MEETING TOMQHT. McFALL 
CENTER.   ASSEMBLY   ROOM.   2NO 
FLOOR, »«* P.M. oer INVOLVEDI 
Marty. Jus) wanted to let you know 
tfcet etthaugh I change my mind a 
tot one thing la eerteln-l can't welt 
t* Sapliibei  1M5! I In you! 
USG MEETING TONIGHT. McFALL 
CENTER, ASSEMBLY ROOM. 2ND 
FLOOR. 9:00 P.M. GET INVOLVED! 
RUSH' Lambda Chi Alpha-730- 
Tuas. A Thure. When Rush la over. 
wouldn't you rather be an associate 
member than a pledge'1 
Phi Kappa Pal Lll Sis Rush 
Wednesday April 7th ?:3O-»30pm 
Waer your latrortle T-shirt!! 
Phi Mu Setter of the Week 
Carolyn QaAVaHh' 
 Conoyatukttiont'  
Rotor Skate Rental 
Puree* s Bike Shop 
131 W Wooster 352-8284 
Make plans lo attend tM* yeer'e 
edition of the MISS BGSU Schol- 
arship Pageant April 7,9 A 9 at I'OO 
In Kobecker Hall. Tickets si* 91.50 
tor preliminaries the 71h A Ith A 
12.50 Far Unsls Ih* *th 4 *r* avail- 
able In the University Unkm Ticket 
Boa 1 Kobacker Ticket Bos April I, 2 
A 5-9 horn 1-8 P.M.  
RUSH ALPHA DELTA PI TONIGHT 
Btlhdey Party. April 7 8 30 ADPi 
House, celebrate 31 years on cam 
pus with us ^_ 
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA 
7:10 THURS. NITE AT THE 
PRESIDENTS LOUNGE (ICE ARENA! 
Sanitary Dry Cleaning 
Service available at 
JEANS-N-THINOS. 
Sit Ridge St. 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOV- 
ERNMENT MEETING TONIGHT. 
McFALL CENTER. ASSEMBLY 
ROOM. SECOND FLOOR. 9:00 P.M. 
WANTED 
SEE DOROTHY F   HASKINS AT 
THE SPRING CRAFTS FAIR 
APRIL 6.7 8 
HANDCRAFTED FLOWERS ANO 
SA* FLOWER CREATIONS 
MkC: Cenesats on b a Co mine] Free. 
•I your Pledge Class to the III Sis' 
c«a*Elkaewyou'Kdoagreet|oc.| 
LASYA, Jeter*.  
«■• MBU APWL 'All 
«■•» BOBU APWL 7,1,11 
•MB BOBU A*** 7,1,11 
Akjh* Dee* Pi corvatulaeee la new 
ontoara Sue Smth. social Overmen 
•nd Shan Leamen. steward 
Send me one you love 
abetloon bouquet 
CM the Evaaoonman 352-8061 
Sigma No Little •la***, thanks lor 
cooking the   spaghetti  dinner en 
leader- AB aw brethore enjoyed " 
Spring Into Action el the 
UAO Spring Craft* Faar 
Today-Tomorrow. 10 a.m. - I p.m. 
Grand Ballroom FREEH 
THANKS TO THE StSTEPB OF 
DELTA GAMMA FOR THE* HELP 
WITH RUSH WE REALLY APPRE- 
CIATE   IT    THANKS   AGAIN    THE 
ALPHA SIPS  
The broliere ot (PI KAPPA PM) 
would Bte lo khank Mi ladiee ol 
(KAPPA DELTA) and (ALPHA PHI) 
and the gentlemen ol (PHI DELTA 
THETA) lor e grot lime Frtdey mght 
THE DELTA IBMJB.OAI FilATeWeTTY 
WILL PRESENT THE I2NO ANNUAL 
BIKE RACE ON MAY 22. IBBt AT 
THESTAJMUBL  
To my U'l Kappa Skf. 
F RMTE NEEDED SPR OTR HA- 
VEN HOUSE S125MO ASK FOR 
CINDI AT 353 9764 OR 352 I 762 
F. nan*, (non-emoker) Summer A or 
92-93 school year. Close to cam 
put, own bdrm Cell 352-1710. 
1 F rmte Close to campus 
$137 50'person plua elec Cat 352- 
1923. it no answer leave message el 
372-2031  
APT TO SUBLET Close to campus 
Rant ryagofWe   Live  alon*    352 
7229 or 354 1001  
NEEDED: 1 M. RMTE: immMiattty 
Rant negotiable Can Kant or Jim 
353:70I1 __.  
2 F RMTES WANTED TO SHARE 
8TH ST APT FOR 82-83 SCHOOL 
YEAR   PLEASE CALL SOON' SUE 
ANO JUDY   372 4289  
NEEDED: 1 M. RMTE. vnmecaarely 
Rent negotiable CM Kant or Jen 
353-7011  
Apt lo sublet MFrmles needed tor 
82-83 school yr Brand new apt on 
8th St S472 semester plus uN Cal 
soon 352 8749 Juto  
F.     rmte      needed     mmediately 
$80' mo   plus uuttles   Swanmmg pool 
IAC   asrJuOed   CM 352 7153 
F rmte needed for Spr Of Close to 
campus Cal Deo 352 3971  
2 F rmte* rveeded lor 82-83 yr 525 
E M*rry Cal 2-6202 or 2-5120 
Non-emoker prelened 
1 F mile needed 140 Manva* 
354-1874 175,mo past utsH.ee 
1 F. rmt* |non-emofc*r) n—dad lor 
82-83 school year E Marry St CM 
372-5167 or 372-8588  
HELP WANTED 
Fa babysitter, pan time 
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
 352 1688  
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/yaar 
round Europe S Amsr . Auetraae 
Asia All Fields $500 11200 
monthly Sightseeing Free vtto 
Writs UC Box 52-OH3 Corona DM 
Mar. CA 92825 
Ratable work'school car 74 Pinto. 
aakng S 550 Can Mike al 352- 
7629 
1974 Nova GC 350 Cl New e«- 
haual. rear mags & 60 tves. air 
shocks Looks great custom striping 
CM 372-8736 
Tir*d ol fsgh rent9 For $171 ,'mo you 
can OWN mat 2 bdrm . 1978 Regent 
Moose Home 12 12% aatumabl* 
mortgage Located 10 mm from B G 
CM 669 2071 lor more alto  
Luggage, tadkta 3 piece. Samaonite 
Blue 26 puaman 21 overrsghter 
and makeup case Very good condi- 
tion $25 each 4 pate** ol "Travel 
Smart' 2 blue i 2 gray a* 26 auw 
Red make-up case with mirror, a* 
good condtton $10 each CM (419) 
866 0995 after 5  
1972 Catakna GC. AC. PS PB 
AM'FM new bra* > snook* M 
around CB & many others CM 372- 
6736 
1980 Suzuki 550L. under 3 000 nn . 
black, digital gear aid . fairing, back- 
rest luggage reck case guard. In- 
dud cycle cover. 2 M-face helmets 
$2500 or Best oiler CM Dan 354- 
1142 
1975 JEEP CHEROKEE with a>. 
power sleeraig & lit steering wheel 
with Quedro tree 18 mpg. asking 
$1,800 or Best offer 457-6082 
■War 4pm  
FOR RENT 
APARTMENTS 
3-4 students 
HOUSES 
7 8 Students 
SINGLE ROOMS n**r campus 9 mo 
Ph 352-7365 
W—var* Oreo floor loom 4 h*m*e*. 
8 treadle 1 yr ok) Excel cond 
$250 00 CM 1-419-332 2882 
1 /2 house. 2 bdrm L R —Kitchen— 
Balcony 1/2 block from campus 
unities paid except water and TV 2 
person* $330 mo 12 mo lease 
Beginning 6/16/82  352 6985 day* 
352-6992 ovorwigs  
Go"   dubs    MecGregor   VIP   Jack 
Niclkwi    Used only 6 lime*   with 
Bao  $200 3626752 Ken 
For Sal*   1  ticket lor Ely Ameang 
Concert on April 12 352 5990 eve 
rangs 
FOR SUMMER 831 7lh SI 2 bdrm 
turn apts $350 (or entire summer 
CM John Newtove Real Estate 352- 
6553 or 352 6489 
1982-83 school year 
two bedroom apartments 
NEWLOVE APTS 352 5163 
Lamphght Court Apartments 995 S 
Mam Ph 352-7245 Fum studio. 
lurn 1 bdrm and unlurn 1 bdrm 
Grad students & University person- 
Needed F student to Nl house Spring 
Qtr Own room Near Campus Ph 
352 7365 
Private 2 bdrm apt 
Summer   1 block from carnpua 
3532791 
SUMMER RENTALS 
Houses apts   single rooms 
 PHONE 352-736!  
Summer renting close to campus 2 
bdrm lumishad $400 lor entire 
summer CM 888-4232 bMor* 4 00 
and 3528628 aller 5 00 and on 
weekends 
SUMMER: 521 E   Marry 
near Onenhauer  Towers   2  bdrm 
turn apts $400. entire summer 
SUMMEFt7t5-719 Trwd St 
1 bdrm turn apts $350/*nhr* sum 
mer 
FALL:831 Seventh SI 
2 bdrm fum apts Set up for 4 
persons Owner turn M utl except 
electnerty 
FALL; 719 Third St 
Efficiency, lumished 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
1S2-85S1 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR  Large, turn 
2 bdrm   luxury apts   2 fist baths 
cvshwaeher  AC. cable vision  extra 
closet A storage space, laundry facia- 
ties and storage cages Al uiii fum 
except elec Now leasing lor summer 
> IM 850 Sixth St at S Coaege 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
303 1 it S MAN ST 
352-9457  352-3841 
OFFICE HOURS  11-3 
Fum    II! bdrm   act*   Ut>   m- 
cajded CM 352-7454. day* 
Fum   houses avertable on  12 mo 
leases Phone 362-7454. day* 
lurn apt 924 E Wooster 
Summer or year htaaa 
Ph 352-7033 
Fum houee tor 8 students 4 bdrm . 
2 tut baths Central air washer dryer. 
dohwaahar uaaotpod $600 mo a 
uM CM 352-4456 anytime alter 3 
CM 354-1110 
1 1 2 Bdrm apt* 
9 A 12 Mo leases Retes from $235 
to $400   June A Sept   vacanciea 
3526985  
1 barm, apt older home, residential 
neighborhood $195 A partial utittcs 
12 mo lease beginning 6/10/82 
352-6985   days   352 6992   *ve- 
nmgs  
THURSTON APTS AJfl CONO 
FULLY CARPETED CABLE VISION 
EFFICIENCY LAUNDRY FACILI- 
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 
A FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 352- 
5435 
124 SIXTH ST. APTS 2 bdrm. fully 
lurn.aptt Now leasing far Fall A 
Summer. $450 for entire summer 
Quarter. Fall 1420 a month, In 
eludes heel A water. Call 151-49*8. 
ACROSS from carnpua. 1 bdrm tur- 
n*h*d apt   S220/mo   plua deposit. 
no pets 352-4131  
Grad student—1 bdrm apt 12 mo 
leaae starling in FM $175 plus M 
utAtxss Ph 352-2267 
2 bdrm lurn apt lor IM qtr 
Fomafaa  352-6040 after 6 p.m. 
1 bdrm apt  Close lo campus Sum- 
mer  I 267 3341 
1 bedroom apt   and elhcatncy lor 
rent   352 7197  
2 bdrm apt 255 Crim St lor 1982- 
83 school year  Ph  1267-3341 
FOR SALE 
ATTENTION BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 
FANS: Rare Sprogetean cassettes 
lor cat*   If avawWO cal Hank at 
372-4635  
Eeeter RabMt SaakMa 2 1(2 ft. keen 
lateeyoel 
T1BRT1 
T-SHaRTS 
T-SMsRTl 
Leweet prtcee-Feet <te*r*ry 
Call Tim or Jam 1*1-7*11 
T-Stwrt W*t*r* A custom letter- 
Ing. Bp gretat prices   Jeena N' 
ThteaMLlSt Rk*B*St. 
crafts. Eaeter Egg Tree oenter- 
pkacet A personelliod wedding 
oeig   bsTaWtf   pillows.   Wi"   O#I("BK. 
C*«e«a-»*7?  
Etoc. eatfter. Lee Peat copy Estctr* 
Omeae Like near. 1MB. astir) eeee 
CtfHH42».  
FOR SALE 
CANON CAMERA  36 MM    2 YRS 
OLD  COMES WITH FLASH. CASE 
ANO STRAP ALL FOR $125  CALL 
PATTY 372-6806 
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
e1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
ACROSS 
1 Price lag 
5 "ThBShol  
round the world" 
10 Darling 
14 Negative orvj 
15 MutatB 
16 Each, to Bobbie 
Burns 
17 Porgy 
18 Bed linen 
MFlopallbaf 
21 Hawaiian menu 
ottering 
22 Expressionless 
23 Attack 
25 Son or daughter 
26 Muslim ruler 
28 Spendthrift 
32 Ibsen character 
33 Abdicate 
35 Gape 
36 1492 discovery 
38 Parry Mason's 
secretary 
40 Historic exile 
Island 
41 European family 
of arms works 
43 Inclination 
45 Spanish article 
46 New World or 
Jupiter 
48 Anlique covering 
50 Plant  
(aphldsl 
51 Famous Eva 
52 Overthrow 
55 Heart of Dixie: 
Abbr. 
56 Kind of happy 
59 Capsize 
61 Unique 
62 Jal  
63 Kinship group 
64 Eye part 
65 Sharpen 
66 Put In the bank 
67 Partner of hunt 
DOWN 
1 Liquid assets 
2 Grimm story 
opener 
3 Inept boxer 
4 Fur piece 
5 Came to pass 
6 Creator of 
Prufrock 
7 Gudrun's 
spouse 
8 Electric unit 
S Large numbers 
on the move 
10 Separate 
11 Fitzgerald of the 
stage 
12 Related 
13 Lost in thought 
19 Times between 
■acts 
24 See 26 Down 
25 Cartoonist of 
"They'll Do It 
Every Time" 
26 Clumsy service- 
men (with 24 
Down) 
27 Money lender's 
excess 
28 West Germany's 
Brandt 
29 Take a fancy to 
30 Popular papal 
name 
31 Charier 
34 Intermediate 
37 Symbol of perfect 
order 
39 Showed up 
42 Type of bottle 
44 Grain spike 
47 Music combos 
49 Heada or tails 
51 "The Point" fresh- 
man 
52 Location of 
Brigham Young 
settlement 
53 contendere 
54 Bridge arch 
55 Tel  
57 Scotsman's name 
58 The very top 
60 pro noble 
•VTnU 
